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the subsequent scenes of excitement. The zikrs are respon-
sible for some but by no means for all the feeble-minded
dervishes. Sainthood in Islam is not held to be incom-
patible with congenital idiocy. Ibn Khaldun distinguishes
between the insane person whose logical reasoning has be-
come corrupt and the idiot who, notwithstanding the lim-
itations which prevent his conforming to legal conditions,
may still exhibit a distinct turn for religious meditation
and devotion.1
This concerted zikr of the dervishes must not be con-
founded with the popular function called zikr-bettaqlfcl', or
imitation zikr, practised by the uninitiated, though the dif-
ference appears to be largely subjective and theoretic, as
dervishes often unite with laymen in the same function.
According to strict doctrine, through the imitation zikr
laymen may obtain protection against their enemies but
not that mystical union with God produced by the zikr of
initiation. The popular zikr is commonly held in mosques.
A function of this sort is conducted weekly on Fridays
in the Khankey mosque in Jerusalem, under the auspices
of the family of the 'Alarny who control, the mosque and
its endowments. Similar assemblies are found in private
houses. On a summer's night you may be disturbed in a
Moslem town by what sounds like a railway engine violently
puffing and panting, but going to the window you will
perceive that the noise proceeds from a neighborhood
prayer-meeting, where the brethren have the increase of
power on them, as the words come faster and faster, louder
and louder: "Allah Hail Allah Hail—God is Living!
God is Living!"
In the tekkehs of the Mowlawiyeh there also takes place
the sacred dance which gives to them the name of whirling
dervishes. In Koniali and Constantinople this is practised
all through the year; in Damascus and Hums on Thursday
evenings for eight months, exclusive of parts of winter and
summer; and in Tripoli usually during the spring season
only. The dancing is said to represent the revolving of the
spheres as well us the circling movement of the soul caused
1 Quoted by D. B. Macdonald (op. dL)} pp. 103 and 104.

